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Established in 1986

Monitor Wall Processors
Nvision Routers & HD
Broadcast Solutions

File based QC

Dual, Triple & Quad
LCD Multi-Panels

Broadcast & Post Solutions
2014 Line Card

High performance Video Wall Processors,
Up/Down/Cross Converters and Terminal
Equipment , ATSC Loudness Meters, Nvision
Routers & Master Control systems, Vertigo
Channel Branding Engines, Telecast Fiber
Systems, and Swift subtitle monitoring.
Digimetrics provides Aurora, the leading software
for automated file-based QC. Aurora performs
template-based QC analysis on media files and
reports errors in metadata, format compliance and
perceptual video and audio errors. Ask us about
using Aurora on the cloud.

The APANTAC product line includes Data, IP &
Video Multiviewers, 3G Glue products and a full
line of CATx & Fiber signal extender and
converters. Apantac product designs are both
clever and economical and have the features sets
you expect.
TV Logic is “Always ON AIR” with the most
comprehensive line of LCD monitors available.
With over 38 different Multi-Format models TV
Logic has the production and broadcast features
you need in the size you want. All at a price you
will love. Demo TV Logic and see why.

LCD Rack Monitors from TV Logic offer a new
high quality standard. 13 different Multi-format
models all with HD/SD SDI and embedded audio
decoding and metering, some with closed caption
and waveform & vector scope for SDI are all
features on these rack mount style monitors from
TV Logic .

Large LCD & Wall Displays by Planar deliver
high-impact visibility for broadcast, control room,
and public venues. 46” to 70” with the inputs,
controls, and hardware you need for a long lasting
precision mounted display installation at a
surprisingly low price.

The Omega, Omega Essential SRP and Micron
digital recorders from Fast Forward Video are
affordable and functional tapeless video recorders
for HD and SD.

NanoFlash by Convergent Design is the world’s
smallest professional HD/SD recorder player. Camera
mount the NF for 40 minutes of HD at 50Mbps on one
16GB Compact Flash. The NF holds two compact flash
cards. Use the NF for low cost HD playback.

Tedial is the leader in multisite MAM
deployments for ingest, production, archive,
postproduction, play out and distribution. Tedial’s
Services Orientated Architecture gives customers
investment protection for their infrastructure and
provides robust flexible integration.

Telecast Fiber Systems specializing in camera
connectivity builds fiber optic systems for
broadcast production and other high performance
video and audio communications and is now part
of Miranda.

Many of our customers are using Avocent for their
remote computer access projects and now we can
save you some time and money and get you the top shelf
support you need for your video, audio and control
projects.

ARG’s products include an ASI/DS-3 protection switch
and inverse multiplexing to enable multiple T-1 circuits
to transport signals greater than 1.5 Mbps when larger
bandwidth circuits are not available. Their US staff are

See more at www.CallAtlantic.com

real transport experts.

